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Abstract 

Electrochemical water splitting has been considered as a promising approach to produce clean and 

sustainable hydrogen fuel. As a new class of nanomaterials with high ratio of surface atoms, tunable 

composition and electronic structure, metal clusters are promising candidates as catalysts. Here we 

demonstrate a new strategy to synthesize active and stable Pt-based electrocatalysts for hydrogen 

evolution by confining Pt clusters in hollow mesoporous carbon spheres (Pt5/HMCS). Such a 

structure would effectively stabilize the Pt clusters during the ligand removal process, leading to 

remarkable electrocatalytic performance for hydrogen production in both acidic and alkaline 

solutions. Particularly, the optimal Pt5/HMCS electrocatalyst exhibits 12 times the mass activity of 

Pt in commercial Pt/C catalyst with similar Pt loading. The present study exemplifies a simple yet 

effective approach to improve the cost-effectiveness of precious-metal-based catalysts with stabilized 

metal clusters. 
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Hydrogen has been considered as an alternative green energy source to fossil fuels in view of its zero-

pollution feature. Currently, hydrogen is mostly produced by natural gas reforming, which inevitably 
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leads to an increase of CO2 emission. To realize a carbon neutral economy, producing hydrogen via 

electrocatalytic water splitting powered by electricity from renewable energy sources represents a 

feasible approach.[1-9] Despite the vast efforts devoted to develop efficient electrocatalysts for 

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), Pt and Pt-based alloys remain the most active ones.[10-16] 

However, the high price and insufficient stability of Pt-based electrocatalysts limit their large-scale 

applications. Boosting the mass activity as well as the durability of Pt-based electrocatalysts becomes 

the key to reduce the cost of electrochemical hydrogen production. Conventional synthetic 

approaches for Pt-based electrocatalysts such as wet impregnation of metal salts followed by thermal 

reduction typically lead to large-size metal nanoparticles (NPs) with low atomic utilization. Moreover, 

precise modulation of active sites appears rather difficult due to the polydispersity of NPs.[17-22] 

Therefore, enhancing the catalytic activity and durability of Pt-based catalysts with atomic level 

precision remains a great challenge. 

Metal clusters represent a new class of nanomaterials with well-defined chemical compositions 

and atomic structures, which are of particular interest in catalysis due to their high surface-to-volume 

ratio.[23-26]  Compared with metal NPs, metal clusters display well-defined surface structure and 

abundant active sites for reactions that usually take place at surface/subsurface of catalysts, resulting 

in higher catalytic activity.[10, 27-33] However, detachment and agglomeration of clusters during 

operation would lead to severe degradation of performance, which limit their practical 

applications.[34] These drawbacks might be overcome by using catalyst supports with delicately 

designed nanostructure. For example, hollow mesoporous carbon spheres (HMCSs) would be 

attractive as catalyst supports comparing to conventional carbon supports.[35-38] Such a structure could 

provide large accessible surface to support clusters and facilitate ion/mass transport in the electrode. 

Additionally, the nanoscale pore channels might effectively confine clusters, thus to prevent the loss 

and agglomeration of clusters. 
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Herein, we demonstrate that efficient electrocatalysts for hydrogen production could be 

constructed by confining Pt-based clusters in nanostructured carbon hosts. As a proof of concept, 

Pt5(GS)10 clusters (GS = deprotonated glutathione) have been loaded into the pore channels of 

resorcinol formaldehyde (RF) derived HMCSs and subjected to ligand removal (Figure 1). The 

resulting composite electrocatalyst (denoted as Pt5/HMCS) with ultrafine Pt clusters would in 

principle maximize the utilization of precious Pt atoms. Meanwhile, Pt clusters in nanopores exhibit 

enhanced stability and less tendency of agglomeration upon thermal treatment and during operation. 

As a result, remarkable electrocatalytic performance for HER in terms of activity and durability has 

been achieved in both acidic and alkaline solutions. In particular, the mass activity of the Pt5/HMCS 

catalyst has been boosted by over one order of magnitude in alkaline solution compared to 

commercial Pt/C catalyst. Such a strategy for nanostructured electrocatalysts opens a new avenue to 

design and modulate cluster-based electrocatalysts at atomic level. 

Pt5(GS)10 clusters were first synthesized according to a modified method (see Supporting 

Information for details).[39-41] The molecular purity of Pt5(GS)10 has been examined by UV-vis 

spectroscopy and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry 

(MALDI-TOF-MS).[42] The wide absorption band from 250 to 400 nm in the UV-vis spectrum is the 

fingerprint of Pt5(GS)10 clusters (Figure S1a, Supporting Information).[40] The MALDI mass spectrum 

of Pt5(GS)10 with a molecular ion peak at m/z = 4036 (Figure 2a) is in good agreement with the 

theoretical Mw of 4038 (with a deviation of 0.05 %). The characteristic patterns of vibrational 

stretching frequency in the Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectrum of Pt5(GS)10 (Figure S1b, 

Supporting Information) indicate the presence of ligands residing on the cluster surface. The peak 

corresponding to the S–H stretching vibration mode at 2526 cm-1 in the glutathione spectrum 

disappears in the spectrum of the Pt5(GS)10, evidencing the cleavage of S–H bond and binding of the 

ligand onto Pt atoms through Pt–S bonding. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) reveals that under 

air atmosphere the coordinating thiolate ligands start to decompose at about 200 °C and the content 
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of Pt (24.8 wt%) is close to the theoretical value (24.1 wt%) (Figure S1c, Supporting Information). 

Thus, Pt5(GS)10 clusters with a tiara-like structure, where Pt atoms bridged by thiol ligands rather 

than Pt-Pt interaction have been successfully synthesized (inset of Figure 2a). 

A hard-template method has been adopted to fabricate HMCSs by carbonizing core–shell 

silica@silica/resorcinol formaldehyde (SiO2@SiO2/RF) nanospheres followed by removing the SiO2 

component (Figure 1, Step I).[35, 43] Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images confirm the uniformity of the as-prepared 

SiO2@SiO2/C nanospheres with a core-shell structure of around 240 nm in diameter (Figure S2a and 

b, Supporting Information). Selectively etching away SiO2 gives a well-define hollow structure with 

mesoporous shell and radially aligned pore channels (Figure S2c, Supporting Information). Such a 

nanoporous architecture results in a high Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and a large 

pore volume of 1534 m2g-1 and 2.14 cm3g-1 (Figure S3a, Supporting Information), respectively. 

Uniform pore channels of 5.2 nm estimated by BJH method would easily accommodate NCs while 

warranting sufficient mass transport (Figure S3b, Supporting Information). 

To incorporate Pt5(GS)10 clusters into HMCSs, an aqueous solution containing Pt5(GS)10 clusters 

and HMCSs has been vigorously stirred for 10 h and then completely dried under decompression 

condition at 60 °C for 12 h (Figure 1, Step II). The Pt5(GS)10/HMCS nanocomposite well preserves 

the pristine morphology of HMCS host (Figure S4, Supporting Information). TEM observation on 

the composite particles as shown in Figure 2b reveals a similar texture compared to HMCS due to the 

low contrast of Pt5(GS)10 clusters and the absence of aggregation. Nevertheless, the uniform loading 

of Pt5(GS)10 clusters into the porous matrix is verified by the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image 

(Figure 2c), where dark dots with size less than 1 nm correspond to the monodisperse Pt5(GS)10 

clusters. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectrum of Pt5(GS)10 clusters confirms the presence 

of Pt element in the form of Pt2+ (Figure S5a, Supporting Information), which is consistent with the 
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proposed structure. Two peaks with binding energies of 72.5 and 75.8 eV correspond to the Pt 4f7/2 

and Pt 4f5/2 of Pt2+, respectively. Such Pt2+ species in the Pt5(GS)10 clusters could be adopted to 

selectively produce zero-valent Pt under hydrogen gas stream and appropriate calcination condition 

(Figure 1, Step III).[41, 44] The thermal stability of the Pt5(GS)10 clusters was investigated by 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to establish appropriate calcination conditions (Figure S5b, 

Supporting Information). In a non-oxidative environment, elimination of the coordinating thiolate 

ligands begins at around 200 °C, whereas complete removal of ligands is not achieved even up to 

700 °C. Thus, a compromise between ligand removal and agglomeration of nanoclusters at elevated 

temperature should be made. To determine the optimal calcination condition, Pt5(GS)10/HMCS is 

treated at different temperature in a mixed H2/Ar (5 % H2) gas flow to obtain a Pt5/HMCS 

electrocatalyst with a Pt loading of 5.08 wt%. The electrocatalytic activity of various Pt5/HMCS 

samples is probed by HER in alkaline condition (1.0 M KOH), the kinetics of which is more sluggish 

compared with that in acidic condition. The best performing electrocatalyst is achieved with a 

moderate annealing temperature of 550 oC for 15 h (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Meanwhile, 

increasing the loading of Pt clusters in the composite electrocatalysts enhances the activity until 

reaching an optimal value of 5.08 wt%. Further increase of Pt loading does not favor the HER in both 

acidic and alkaline conditions (Figure S7, Supporting Information). 

The effect of annealing temperature is first revealed by x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Figure 

S8a, Supporting Information). Distinct diffraction peaks of (111) and (200) planes of Pt observed 

with temperature over 650 °C indicate severe agglomeration of Pt clusters into larger NPs with long-

range order. Further increasing the loading of Pt clusters would also promote the agglomeration due 

to shorter distance between Pt5(GS)10 clusters (Figure S8b, Supporting Information), which is 

consistent with the inferior performance of Pt5/HMCS electrocatalysts with Pt loading higher than 

5.08 wt%.[45] The monodisperse and discrete Pt clusters on HMCSs in the optimal sample 

(Pt5/HMCS-5.08%) are directly observed by high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission 
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electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) observation. Pt clusters appearing as bright dots in the dark-

field image are well dispersed on the porous carbon supports (Figure 3a). Majority of the Pt clusters 

remains in sub-nanometer (~ 0.77 nm) size (Figure 3b), which are presumably assembly of a few Pt 

atoms after removing the ligands from Pt5(GS)10 clusters and verified by the magnified HAADF-

STEM image with atomic resolution (Figure 3b inset). As shown in Figure 3c, elemental mapping of 

a single particle of Pt5/HMCS-5.08% reveals a uniform distribution of Pt species within the 

mesoporous carbon shell. In addition, minor signal from sulfur is detected, which suggests the 

presence of residual ligands. 

The Pt clusters on HMCS after ligand removal at different temperatures are further characterized 

by x-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) as shown in Figure 3d. The content of S notably 

decreases upon thermal treatment, as the molar ratio of Pt:S increases from 0.5 in pristine Pt5(GS)10 

clusters to about 5 after annealing at 650 oC. The incomplete removal of S-containing ligands at such 

temperature is also consistent with the TGA result as discussed earlier. XPS is further used to get 

insight of the electronic structure (Figure 3e). As the annealing temperature increases, the binding 

energy of Pt 4f7/2 moves towards lower binding energy. Deconvolution of the spectrum gives a new 

peak with a binding energy of 71.6 eV, which is in line with the reported Pt12 clusters produced by 

dendrimer-reactor and [Pt(μ-SC8H17)2]12.[41, 44] Thus, increasing the annealing temperature 

simultaneously eliminates thiol ligands and reduces Pt2+ to metallic Pt0. With a relatively low 

annealing temperature of 350 °C, about 2/3 of Pt still exists as Pt2+, explaining its inferior 

electrocatalytic activity. Further raising the temperature to 550 °C converts about 3/4 of Pt to metallic 

Pt0 in the optimal Pt5/HMCS sample, offering sufficient active sites for hydrogen evolution. In 

addition, the co-existence of Pt0 and Pt2+ in Pt clusters results in an electronic structure distinctly 

different from common NPs, which might lead to higher intrinsic catalytic activity. 

To illustrate the possible advantages of our synthetic approach, control experiments have been 

done to synthesize Pt-based electrocatalysts by replacing Pt5(GS)10 with H2PtCl6 and HMCS with 
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carbon black (CB) while other conditions remain unaltered. The resulting electrocatalysts with 

identical Pt content are denoted as PtCl/HMCS-5.08% and Pt5/CB-5.08%, respectively. XRD pattern 

of PtCl/HMCS-5.08% with sharp diffraction peaks of metallic Pt suggests relatively large NPs (Figure 

3f). As confirmed by TEM and HAADF-STM images (Figure S9, Supporting Information), Pt 

synthesized by direct reduction of inorganic salt tends to form relatively large NPs with polydispersity 

even in the mesoporous channels with physical barrier. Meanwhile, Pt5(GS)10 clusters annealed and 

reduced on CB support result in minor diffraction peaks in the XRD pattern. Thus, minor 

agglomeration of Pt clusters occurs on conventional high-surface-area carbon supports (Figure S10, 

Supporting Information), verifying the superiority of Pt clusters confined in the mesoporous channels 

of HMCSs. To further reveal the role of mesoporous channels, HMCSs with different pore sizes were 

synthesized and employed as the supports for Pt5(GS)10 clusters. By varying the synthetic parameters, 

the average pore size of HMCSs could be tuned from 2 to 10 nm (Figure S11, Supporting Information). 

After the identical procedure to incorporate Pt5(GS)10 clusters and to remove ligands, partial 

agglomeration of Pt clusters occurs in HMCSs with small (2 nm) mesopores and the situation is worse 

with large (10 nm) mesopores (Figure S12, Supporting Information). The difficulty of infiltrating 

Pt5(GS)10 clusters into small mesopores and the less sterical hindrance in large mesopores would 

explain the optimal confinement of clusters in HMCSs with moderate pore size (i.e., 5 nm). Thus, 

both the suitable pore structure of the HMCSs host and the in-situ ligand removal of pre-synthesized 

clusters in the nanochannels are responsible for the formation of sub-nanometer Pt catalysts, which 

is significantly different from previous reports of nanoparticles confined in porous carbon hosts.[46, 

47]  

Electrocatalytic activity of the Pt5/HMCS catalyst for HER was examined in both acidic (0.5 M 

H2SO4) and alkaline (1.0 M KOH) aqueous solutions using a typical three-electrode setup. We first 

calibrated the Ag/AgCl (KCl saturated) reference electrode against a reversible hydrogen electrode 

(RHE) constructed with a Pt wire and a Pt sheet in 0.5 M H2SO4 and 1.0 M KOH saturated with H2 
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(Figure S13, Supporting Information). Commercial Pt/C catalysts (Pt loadings of 5 and 20 wt%, 

denoted as Pt/C-5% and Pt/C-20%, respectively) have also been tested for comparison. The iR-

compensated polarization curves (current density is normalized by geometric area of the electrode) 

recorded in acidic and alkaline solutions are shown in Figure 4a and b, respectively. The poor HER 

activity of Pt-free HMCS as the blank control verifies that the high electrocatalytic activity of the 

Pt5/HMCS catalyst indeed originates from the Pt clusters. Notably, the activity of the Pt5/HMCS 

catalyst for HER is higher than that of commercial Pt/C-5% catalysts with similar Pt content 

especially in alkaline solution, and close to that of Pt/C-20% with 4 times of Pt loading. Only small 

overpotentials of 20.7 and 46.2 mV are required to drive a current density of 10 mA cm-2 for hydrogen 

production in acidic and alkaline solutions, respectively. Thus, much higher utilization of Pt moieties 

is expected in the form of clusters compared to conventional NPs. The mass activity of Pt in the 

commercial Pt/C and Pt5/HMCS catalysts is further compared. In acidic condition, the mass activity 

gradually decreases as the Pt content increases in Pt5/HMCS catalysts at -30 mV (vs. RHE) (Figure 

4c), probably due to mass transport limit and/or agglomeration of Pt clusters. In alkaline condition, 

however, the maximal mass activity is achieved with Pt5/HMCS-5.08% at -70 mV (vs. RHE) (Figure 

4d). In all cases, the mass activity of Pt5/HMCS catalysts is notably higher than that of commercial 

Pt/C. For example, for the relatively sluggish HER in alkaline solution, the Pt5/HMCS-5.08% sample 

presents a mass activity of 3.23 mA μg-1
Pt, which is 4.96 and 12.42 times of that of the commercial 

Pt/C-20% (0.65 mA μg-1
Pt) and Pt/C-5% (0.26 mA μg-1

Pt), respectively. Comparing with the state-of-

the-art Pt-based or single-atom-based electrocatalysts, our Pt5/HMCS catalysts exhibit very attractive 

electrocatalytic activity for HER in both acidic and alkaline condition (Table S1 and S2, Supporting 

Information). Considering the absence of co-catalyst of the Pt5/HMCS catalysts, further enhancement 

of electrocatalytic performance is highly anticipated.  

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is employed to analyze the different 

electrocatalytic activity of Pt5/HMCS and Pt/C. Consistent with previous studies, the Nyquist plots 
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of Pt5/HMCS in both acidic and basic solutions exhibit two semicircles (Figure S14, Supporting 

Information). The first one at high frequency is related to the surface porosity of the electrode, while 

the second one at low frequency, which depends on the overpotential, reflects the charge transfer 

process during HER.[8, 48] As shown in Figure S15 (Supporting Information), the charge-transfer 

resistance (Rct) is strongly correlated with the electrocatalytic activity. Pt5/HMCS shows much 

smaller Rct than Pt/C under the same overpotential especially in basic condition, which explains the 

higher HER activity of Pt5/HMCS. The gaseous products from the Pt5/HMCS-5.08% electrode is 

quantified by gas chromatography. Only H2 is detected and the amount of measured H2 matches well 

with the calculated result (Figure S16, Supporting Information), indicating a nearly 100% Faradaic 

efficiency. 

To assess the durability of the Pt5/HMCS-5.08% electrocatalyst, accelerated cyclic voltammetry 

was conducted repeatedly on the electrodes at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1 (Figure 4e and f). In both acidic 

and alkaline conditions, the polarization curves show a small shift of around 3 mV at j =10 mA cm-2 

after 3,000 sweeps. In a sharp contrast, the commercial Pt/C-5% catalyst experiences significant 

degradation with obvious increase in overpotential (18 mV in acidic solution and 64 mV in alkaline 

solution) after the same measurement. The Pt5/HMCS-5.08% after durability test was subjected to 

TEM analysis. After testing in acidic solution, the catalyst remains intact without agglomeration of 

Pt clusters (Figure S17, Supporting Information). On the contrary, there is some slight increase in the 

size of Pt clusters in alkaline solution, possibly due to minor corrosion of HMCS support (Figure S18, 

Supporting Information). The stability of catalysts is also evaluated under constant current condition 

as shown by the i-t curves of Pt5/HMCS-5.08% and commercial Pt/C-20% (Figure S19, Supporting 

Information), which against verify the improved stability of Pt5/HMCS-5.08% in both acidic and 

alkaline conditions. Nevertheless, Pt clusters residing in the mesopore channels of HMCSs have been 

effectively stabilized, leading to exceptionally high activity and durability. 
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To understand the structural advantages of the Pt5/HMCS catalysts, Pt5/HMCS-5.08% is 

compared with PtCl/HMCS-5.08% and Pt5/CB-5.08% with the same Pt content (Figure 5a and b). 

PtCl/HMCS-5.08% exhibits the worse electrocatalytic activity, likely due to the severe merge of Pt 

moieties into relatively large NPs. These Pt NPs in PtCl/HMCS-5.08% differ from Pt clusters in 

Pt5/HMCS-5.08% in terms of size, morphology and electronic structure.[19, 23, 49] Minor agglomeration 

of Pt clusters also leads to inferior electrocatalytic activity. In addition, comparing the HER activities 

of Pt5/HMCS catalysts with different pore sizes, the sample with mesopores of 5 nm in size exhibits 

the optimal performance (Figure S20, Supporting Information), which is in accordance with their 

structural feature. For Pt5/HMCS with small mesopores, poor electrolyte contact and mass transport 

limit might be the major causes for the inferior activity. For Pt5/HMCS with large mesopores, the 

notably increased size of Pt clusters could account for the degraded activity. The above results signify 

the high catalytic activity of Pt clusters and the importance to confine the Pt clusters into nanoporous 

channels with suitable size.  

Intuitively one would expect the remarkable performance of Pt clusters originates from the high 

surface area with dominant surface Pt atoms. Thus, the apparent electrochemical surface areas 

(ECSAs) of Pt5/HMCS-5.08% and commercial Pt/C catalysts are measured by a CO stripping method 

(Figure S21, Supporting Information) to quantify the surface effect of Pt clusters.[50-52] Surprisingly, 

the ECSAs of these three catalysts lie in the order of Pt/C-20% < Pt5/HMCS-5.08% < Pt/C-5%. The 

ECSA of Pt5/HMCS-5.08% is below the expectation for such ultra-small clusters, which might be 

due to the incomplete removal of ligands as discussed earlier. Normalizing the HER current to the 

ECSAs of Pt components gives the intrinsic activity of accessible surface Pt atoms. As shown in 

Figure 5c and d, with identical ECSA of Pt, Pt5/HMCS-5.08% exhibits overwhelming advantage 

over commercial Pt/C catalysts especially in alkaline solution. The turnover frequencies (TOFs) could 

be estimated by assuming all Pt atoms are active (Figure S22, Supporting Information). In alkaline 

solution, the TOF of Pt5/HMCS-5.08% at an overpotential of 100 mV is 8.8 s-1, which is about 5.6 
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and 15.2 times higher than that of Pt/C-20% and Pt/C-5%. Compared with other benchmark 

electrocatalysts in similar condition, the TOF of the Pt5/HMCS-5.08% catalyst is 11, 2200 and 176 

times higher than those of Ni5P4 (0.8 s-1),[53] Ni2P (0.004 s-1),[53] and Ni-Mo alloy (0.05 s-1),[7] 

respectively. In addition, we evaluate the HER activity of the Pt-based catalysts loaded on carbon 

fiber paper (CFP) at relatively large overpotential to assess their performance in a more realistic 

situation. As shown in Figure S23 (Supporting Information), in high-current-density region (close to 

100 mA cm-2), Pt5/HMCS catalyst maintains the best catalytic activity in both acidic and alkaline 

solutions, suggesting its superiority in practical applications. We envision that the high catalytic 

performance does not only come from the high surface area of Pt clusters, which might be also related 

to the special atomic/electronic structure and enhanced mass transport of the sub-nanometer Pt 

clusters well supported on HMCSs. 

We further evaluated the Tafel plots to give mechanistic insights into the outstanding catalytic 

activity of Pt5/HMCS-5.08% for HER. Although a previous study pointed out that deriving Tafel 

slope and exchange current density from experimental data would be interfered by mass transport 

limitation,[54] comparing the apparent “Tafel slope” at relatively small overpotential would still 

provide some mechanistic information of the electrocatalysts. In both acidic (Figure 5e) and alkaline 

(Figure 5f) conditions, the commercial Pt/C-20% catalyst with a higher Pt loading exhibits higher 

reaction kinetics with lower Tafel slope than those of Pt/C-5% (28.4 mV dec-1 vs. 40.2 mV dec-1 in 

acidic electrolyte and 56.6 mV dec-1 vs. 182.3 mV dec-1 in basic electrolyte), highlighting the 

sensitivity of electrocatalytic mechanism to the atomic and nanostructure of catalysts. Pt5/HMCS-

5.08% shows small Tafel slopes of 28.3 mV dec-1 and 48.1 mV dec-1 in acidic and alkaline conditions, 

respectively, which are even superior to the Pt/C-20% catalyst. Meanwhile, the control electrocatalyst 

of Pt NPs supported on HMCS (PtCl/HMCS-5.08%), which possesses similar pore structure and thus 

similar mass transport behavior, only exhibits moderate Tafel slopes. Therefore, the fast hydrogen 

evolution kinetics could be ascribed to the discrete Pt clusters within easily accessible pore channels. 
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In particular, the advantage of Pt5/HMCS-5.08% is more pronounced in alkaline electrolyte, which 

might be related to the accelerated water dissociation on Pt clusters.  

In summary, we report an effective strategy to construct active and durable electrocatalysts for 

hydrogen evolution by confining Pt clusters in hollow mesoporous carbon spheres (Pt5/HMCS). The 

use of ultra-small clusters would in principle maximize the utilization of the precious Pt atoms while 

offer distinct surface and electronic structure compared with conventional Pt nanoparticles. 

Immobilizing the Pt clusters in the mesoporous channels of carbon support would effectively stabilize 

the highly active Pt clusters during ligand removal and electrochemical hydrogen production. The 

electrocatalytic activity of the optimal Pt5/HMCS electrocatalyst with a relatively low Pt loading of 

5.08 wt% would exceed that of commercial Pt/C with a much higher Pt loading of 20 wt%, thus 

offering much higher mass activity of Pt. Particularly, in alkaline electrolyte where Pt usually exhibits 

inferior performance, the mass activity of Pt5/HMCS would be over 12 times that of commercial Pt/C 

with similar Pt loading. Together with the ameliorated durability, the cost-effectiveness of 

electrochemical hydrogen evolution could be much improved with the Pt5/HMCS electrocatalysts 

developed here. Using atomically precious clusters to construct catalytic sites might also be 

applicable to other systems even for earth-abundant catalysts. Thus, we hope that this work would 

shed some light on the designed synthesis of high-performance catalysts with delicately controlled 

active centers. 
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Figures and captions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the synthetic procedure of Pt5/HMCS. Step Ⅰ: carbonization and 

etching of SiO2 to form HMCS. Step Ⅱ: loading the Pt5(GS)10 clusters onto HMCS to form 

Pt5(GS)10/HMCS. Step Ⅲ: conversion of Pt5(GS)10/HMCS to Pt5/HMCS electrocatalyst through 

thermal treatment. 
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Figure 2. Characterizations of Pt5(GS)10 clusters and Pt5(GS)10/HMCS. (a) MALDI-TOF-MS 

characterization of the Pt5(GS)10 clusters; inset: the structure of a Pt5(GS)10 cluster (the GS is 

glutathione and replaced by SCH3 for clarity). (b) TEM and (c) HRTEM images of Pt5(GS)10/HMCS.  
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Figure 3. Materials characterizations of the Pt5/HMCS electrocatalyst. (a, b) HAADF-STEM images 

(inset: size distribution of the Pt clusters and magnified image of Pt cluster) and (c) elements mapping 

of Pt5(GS)10/HMCS after thermal treatment. (d) EDX of Pt5(GS)10/HMCS-5.08% with different 

annealing temperatures. (e) Pt 4f XPS spectra comparison of Pt5(GS)10 and Pt5(GS)10/HMCS-5.08% 

with different annealing temperatures. (f) XRD patterns of standard Pt (PDF # 87-0646), Pt5/HMCS-

5.08%, Pt5/CB-5.08%, PtCl/HMCS-5.08% and commercial Pt/C-20%). 
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Figure 4. Electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution using Pt5/HMCS electrocatalyst. LSV curves of 

Pt5/HMCS-5.08% and commercial Pt/C (5 wt% and 20 wt%) catalysts based on geometric area of the 

working electrode in (a) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (b) 1.0 M KOH. Mass activities of commercial Pt/C and 

Pt5/HMCS catalysts with different Pt loadings (c) at an overpotential of 0.03 V (vs. RHE) in 0.5 M 

H2SO4 and (d) at an overpotential of 0.07 V (vs. RHE) in 1.0 M KOH. Polarization curves of Pt/C-

5% (left) and Pt5/HMCS-5.08% (right) after continuous potential sweeps at 50 mV s-1 in (e) 0.5 M 

H2SO4 and (f) 1.0 M KOH. 
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Figure 5. Electrochemical analysis of HER activity of Pt5/HMCS. LSV curves of different catalysts 

in (a) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (b) 1.0 M KOH. LSV curves of Pt5/HMCS (5.08 wt%) and commercial Pt/C 

(5 wt% and 20 wt%) catalysts based on ECSA of Pt in (c) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (d) 1.0 M KOH. 

Corresponding Tafel plots for different catalysts in (e) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (f) 1.0 M KOH. 
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for Table of Content Entry 

 

 

 

Subnanometer Pt clusters confined in mesoporous carbon nanochannels are developed as a novel 

electrocatalyst for hydrogen evolution reaction. The unique structure effectively stabilizes the Pt 

clusters during the ligand removal and catalytic process, leading to remarkable electrocatalytic 

performance for hydrogen production in both acidic and alkaline solutions. 

 

 

 


